At Google, we understand that our worldwide success results from our globally diverse workforce. In every Google office, you will find challenging projects and smart people with potential to change the world. Googlers relish the freedom to create the next generation of web technologies in an environment designed to foster collaboration, creativity, health, and happiness. Google is not a conventional company, and we don’t intend to become one.

**PERKS AND CULTURE**
- Competitive compensation
- Health coverage & wellness program
- 401(k) plan with company match
- Employee Stock Purchase Plan (ESPP)
- Relocation packages
- Travel
- Paid leave sabbaticals
- Tuition reimbursement & training
- Merit raises, performance bonuses & employee referral bonuses
- Community involvement & sustainability/green initiatives
- Top-of-the-line equipment & ergonomic work environment
- Creative, casual & inclusive teamwork environment
- Active recent graduate community & Employee Resource Groups to help you grow your network
- Company-provided snacks & drinks
- Company events & social gatherings

**EXAMPLES OF INTERESTING PROJECTS**
Google’s Software Engineers research and develop the next-generation technologies for which we’ve become world-renowned. Whether it’s finding new and innovative ways to advance search quality, building computing platform and networking technologies, automating the indexing of videos, or continuing to refine and scale complex auction systems (just to name a few), you will be developing solutions to some of the most challenging technical problems out there. You will research, conceive and develop software applications to extend and improve on Google’s product offerings and collaborate on scalability issues involving access to massive amounts of data and information.

**CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES:**
WWW.GOOGLE.COM/JOBS/STUDENTS
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